Incorporation of acylated antibody into planar lipid multilayers: characterization and cell binding.
Multiple (up to 14) layers of lipid were deposited onto an alkylated glass surface by dialysis of egg phosphatidylcholine (PC) and deoxycholate mixed micelles in the presence of alkylated glass coverslips. The amount of lipid associated with the coverslips was measured by using radioactive PC. It was found that the number of PC molecules in the multilayer increased with increasing initial lipid concentration in the dialysis mixture. Inclusion of cholesterol resulted in a significant increase in the amount of total lipid deposited in the multilayer. However, the PC/cholesterol ratio was up to 2-fold higher in the multilayers than in the liposomes present in the same dialysis bag. In addition, mouse monoclonal anti-H2Kk antibody which had previously been derivatized with palmitic acid could be readily incorporated into the lipid multilayer during dialysis. Measurements of lateral mobility with the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching technique on fluorescently labeled lipid or antibody in the multilayer showed that the lipid molecules diffused rapidly while the antibodies were essentially immobile. Lymphoma cells such as RDM4 cells expressing surface H2Kk glycoproteins could rapidly bind to the antibody-containing multilayers. The binding was blocked by free antibody or by goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G, indicating the immunospecificity of the binding. Cell binding to the multilayer also exhibited a threshold dependence on the antibody density of the multilayer. A lower threshold was found for cells expressing a higher surface density of H2Kk. This system may be useful for model studies of cellular recognition.